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ABSTRACT: Simple and easily utilized techniques are suggested for
reliable transmission of binary data in the presence of atmospheric
noise bursts. The techniques utilize the time statistics of the noise
bursts, now known to be log-normal, and operate on one-way channels. Two modes of transmission are distinguished. The first mode
involves double ortriple transmission of an error detection code
word. The second mode of transmission is based on burst error
correction, provided either by a majority count principle or by the
recurrent codes of Hagelbarger. Numerical calculations indicate the
superior performance of the error detection techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A

Ti\llOSl>HEltICnoise constitutes an important source

tion 11. The short termtime characteristics of atmospheric
noise bursts are discussed in Section 111. The proposed
techniques are described inSection IV, which includes
analyses of performance. Available noise burst data are
summarized in Section V. These are used toevaluate
techniques in Section VI and VII. Mathenlatical derivations are furnished in the Appendixes.
N0TL4T';ON

IZandonl variables denoting the duration of a
noise burst,thetimeinterval
between SUCcessive bursts, and the burstrepetition period
Mean, median, and mean square valuesof a
P, 4, or T
Standard deviation ofIn a
Number of noise bursts received per minute
Duration of a message element
Refer to tlhe error detection and error correction modes of transmission, respectively

of interference to digital communication over a wide
Refer to two techniques in mode A (and B )
range of frequencies. I n certain geographical locations,
Optimum message block length inA 1 (and S l )
such noise is predonlinantly in the form of distinct bursts
Optimum message block length in A2
superposed on a background of low level interference.[11~[21
Optimum valueof recurrent code prameter in
The average duration of an atmospheric noise burst is of
B2
the order of 0.5 second,andismuchgreater
than the
Redundancy of error detecting code in A 1
practically allowable duration of a message element. The
(and A 2 )
noise bursts thus tend to introduce corresponding clusters
Upper
bound on the minimunl failure rate in
of errors in the decoding of data transmissions.
scheme
X
The ti.nze statistics of such error bursts-in particular,
A
l
,
AB,
HI, and B2.
the ratio of the average duration of an error burst to the
mean value of the burst repetition period-often preclude
a profitable utilizationof available techniques of error control. Modified schemes are therefore suggested inthis
paper and are evaluated using available noise burst data.
Specifically, two modes of transmission are distinguished
11. THEPROBLEM
as they involve error detection or error correction at the
Previous work on transmissions over burst error chanreceiver. The recurrent codes of HagelbargerL31 are innels
has largely referred to the problem of telephone line
cluded for discussion under the error correction mode.
bursts,
as in Reiffen et al.,141 and, more recently, to the
The analysis of the proposed techniques will assume a
zero signal-to-noise ratiothroughout the duration of a Gilbert model.L51I n systems permittingtwo-way communinoise burst. Numerical results that will be presented on cation, the possibility of efficient data communication,
the failure ratesinthese
techniques will therefore be through the use of error detection at the receiver and requested
retransmissions,
has been generally demonhigher than those to be expected inpracticalsystems.
But theresults will serve to illustrate relative
performances strated. Specifically, Bose-Chaudhari codes have been
error
and,
the theoretical
of different transmission schemes as used over burst error employed for on
side, the problem of designing message block length with
channels.
The subject matter of the paper is arranged as follows. a view to maximizing the information rate has been inThe nature of the problem is first briefly assessed in Sec- vestigated.[j]
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The problem of data communication in the presence of
atmospheric noise bursts is generally more difficult. This
is because the ratio of the mean duration f i of such bursts
to the mean burst repetition period. 7 is in the range 0.1
and 0.2 (Section VI),and suchconditionsrender
the
simple ARQ (automaticrequest
for repeat)technique
inefficient. The probability of a repeat request will be of
the order of $ / F for short mess:tges (message length <<F)
and much more for longer messages. Furthermore, in- the
latter case, which is of practicalimportance, the probability of are-repeatrequest
will also be considerable.
Under these circumstances, it may he much more convenient(althoughperhaps
less efficient from the point of
view of overallinformation rate) to arrange for a fixed
number of transmissions R of an error detection code a t
the source, and to design the length and spacing of such
transmissions so as to ensure a high probability
that at
least one of them .is uninfluenced by noise bursts and is
correctly, received. Such a pro8:edtn-e will minimize the
problems of storage at .the transmitter, and will obviate
the need for a feedback link. Sirnilar'considerations apply
when messages are encoded for burst error correction. In
either case, the time statistics of noise bursts will determine
the design of the transmissions.
Transmissiontechniques[fil~[[71which exploit thetime
statistics of noise bursts more effectively than theschemes
of this paper, havebeen suggested. The codes of this paper
are really notoptimal for the noise environment considered. But they furnish techniquefj which do not require
elaborate
experimental
verific:ltion, and can
be
used
directly on practical circuits.

Experimentalinvestigations a t tropical latitudes indicate that the short term distributions of p and r are sta-.
tistically independent,. It can then be shown (Appendix I)
that the distribution of the time interval q between successive bursts is also log-normal, to an approximation, and
has the moments

(6:)

p = y - p
ug2

=

[

111 1

+ (F)z((exp

u72

I.

- 1) - (fi)Z(exp ( r p 2 - i)

(a)

(7 )

1V. THEPROPOSED
TECHNIQUES

a,

In what follows, it is assumed that T << 6 << 'where r
is the duration of a message element and p and 4 are the
mean values of the duration of a noise burst and the time
interval between successive bu.rsts.-It.-is.€~r~kec..ass.~~i
... . .
that a message element which is not .influenced-.by,. a. . . . . ,
noise burst, i.e., an element which'falls outside the duration of the burst, in time, is correctly decoded, with probability one. The effect of background (Gaussian) interference on binary transmissions can be rendered
negligible
by providing a signal-to-background-noise ratio of about
15
A message element, part or all of which falls
within the duration of a noise burst, is considered, on the
other hand, to be wrongly decoded with probability one.'
Thisassumption leads to the establishment of upper
bounds on the failure rates of the techniques to be con.sidered. The bounds will apply irrespective of the modem
employed.
,

A. Teclrniques InvolvingError Detection
111. SHORTTERM TIME
CHARACTERISTICS
OF ATMOSPHERIC
Message blocks in thistransmisson mode are in the
NOISEBURSTS
,
.
form
of error detecting codes. Bose-Chaudhari codes, for
The duration of an atmosphwic noise burst p and the
instance,
can beused for reliable error detection over burst
repetition period of such bursts; r have been found to be
error
An (m,t) Bose-Chaudhari code is of
log-normally distributed.[Ll~[21~[81
The log-normal distribulength
2"
- 1, contains m t redundant elements, and is ttion of a is described by the followi-ngrelations.
error correcting. In the event of more than t errors, the
The density function of a is given by
code still detects at least one error with a probability of
the order of 1 - 2-mt. The probability of undetected
errors can therefore be reducedto a negligible value by the
provision of .sufficient redundancy. Since the techniques
where am i s the median value of a ,and u, is the standard
to b.e described are based primarily on this error detecting
deviation of In a. Furthermore, the mean value of a is
property of the codes, theirerrorcorrectingcapabilities
E = a,.exp (.='/a)
( 2 ) will not'be considered in the analysis. A message block is
assumed to be correctly received only. if. the corresponding
and the mean square value is
transmission falls entirely inthe time intervalbetween two
a2 = am2.exp(2um2).
(3) adjacent noise bursts.
It is proposed to improve the reliability of such comThe log-normal distribution can be reduced to the normal distribution, with a mean of zero and a standard de- munications by transmitting every error detecting code a
fixed number of times R so as to ensure a high probabilit,y
viation of unity, by the transformation
that atleast one of the R transmissions falls in an interval
a
a,-exp (u;u).
(4)
betweenadjacent noise bursts.Thisprobabilitycan
be
Therefore, we may write
arbitrarily increased by increasing R. The discussion in

-

Prob(a: > A ) = -

exp ( -uz/2) du
=

.[A'"'].

(5)

1 The density of errors within a burst may be much smaller, than
unit,y on practical circuits. I t s effect, however, on the failure ratesof
the proposed schemes will be seen to be small if r << p (also see
Section VII, paragraph 3).
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this paper is restricted, however, to the cases of R = 3 and
2. These are the cases most likely to be of practical significance. Furthermore, they typify two
different classes
of techniques in the error detection mode, viz., techniques
involving consecutive retransmissions and those employing spaced retransmissions of a message block.
1)A Technique Involning Three Transnaissions: The error
detection codes in this technique are of length Dl, and are
transmitted consecutively thrice. Dlis designed to maximize the probability that at least one of the three transmissions is uninfluenced by noise bursts.
It can be seen that a sufficient condition for the noncorruption of a t least one of the three consecutive transmissions is the inequality q/2 > Dl > p . The time functions p and q are, however, random variables. The design
of the code length Dl should, therefore, be optimized in
terms of the statistics of p and q to eusure a maximum
reliability of communication. The optimization procedure
is indicated in what .follows.
If the code length in the scheme is, say, s1, a transmission failure can occur due to a) an overlong noise burst
( p > SI) and/or b) an overshort interval between successive bursts (q < 2sl), provided these are so positioned, in
time, as to influence all the three transmissions of a code.
(For instance, an overlong burst corrupting both the first
and second transmissions of a code can still leavethe third
unaffected, while, if centered on the second transmission,
the burst may extend sufficiently into the first and third
blocks to corrupt all the three transmissions of a code.
Similarconsiderationsapply
for the corruption of the
transmissions due to an overshort interval between successive bursts.) On the basis of the previous discussion,
an upperbound
F(s1) is derived on the transmission
failure rate in the scheme (Appendix 11) and reads

technique A1 is rather redundant. It is possible to work
with two spaced transmissions of a code rather than three
consecutivetransmissions, and stillensure a high probability that one of the transmissions is uninfluenced by
noise bursts, and iscorrectly received. The performance of
such a technique will be analyzed in what follows.
Specifically, the codes in this scheme will be of length DZ
and are transmitted twice, with a spacing also equal to
Dz. (Suchaspacingcanaccommodateone
of the two
transmissions of another message block.) A sufficient
condition for the noncorruption of a t least one of the two
transmissions of a code is the inequality q/3 > Dz > p .
As in the previous scheme, the design of the code length
D2 is based on the statistics of p and q.
If the code length used is, say, SZ, a transmission failure
can occur due to a) an overlong burst ( p > sz) and/or b)
an overshortintervalbetween
successive bursts (q <
~ S Z ) , provided these
are so positioned, in time, as to influence ,both.the transmissions c+f a code. An upper bound
F’(sz) can .be-derived on this basis for the probability of
transmission failure in the scheme. Fmrn Appendix I1

The optimum code length Dz is the value of s2 which
minimizes F’(s2). Correspondingly, the minimumtransmission failure rate in the technique has the upper bound

+

X),
The scheme involves a redundancy of 0.5 (1
where X2 is the redundancy of the errordetecting code
employed.

B. Techniques Involving Error Correction

where

(9)
The optimum code length Dl is the value of s1 which
minimizes F(sl). Correspondingly, the minimumfailure
rate in the scheme has theupper bound

FAI= F(D1).

(10)

Both Dl and FA^ can be computed numerically from a
knowledge of the time statistics of the noise bursts.
The redundancy involved in the technique is 0.33 (2
XI) where X1 is the redundancy of the error detecting code
employed.
2 ) A Technique Involving Two Transmissions:The middle
block in the three transmissions of a code in the previous

+

The techniques to be described are burst error correcting. They are inherently less reliable than the schemes of
Section IV-A, but have the advantage of much simpler
implementation.
1) A Majority Coun2 Technique: Message blocks in this
scheme are original, uncoded sequences of length dl, where
dl is designed as the value of a1 which minimizes [Prob
( p > a) Prob (q < 2al) 1; p .and q refer to the duration
of a noise burst and the time interval between successive
bursts. From Appendix 111

+

dl

=

[p,“.

(qm/2)~p]*/(~p+~*).

(13)

Every message block is transmitted consecutively
thrice. The choice of the bit retransmission period dl ensures, at the receiver, for every message element Q D (at
time T ) corrupted by a noise burst, two corresponding duplicates Q E and Q F (at times T f dl, T f 2dl) which have a
highprobability of being uncorrupted. The decoding is
therefore carried out in two stages. In the first, the incoming data stream is serially decoded into Marks (n4)
and Spaces (S). In thesecond stage, decisions are taken on
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a message element I[! on the basis of a naujority count over
the corresponding triplicate Q D , Q E , and Q F . That is, q is
announced as M (or S) accordir.gly as two or more of QD,
Q E , and Q F are decoded as nil (or S). This rule can lead to
erroneous decisions due toa)an
overlong noise burst
( p > dl) and/or b) an o v e r h r t intervalbetween successive bursts (q < 2&), each of which can result in the
corruption of more than one elelnent in one or more triplicates. On this basis, the fol1owi:ng upper bound FB1 is derived (see Appendix IV) for the rninimum transmission
failure rate in the scheme.

2) The Use of Recurrent Codes: The technique B1 described in the previous subsection was clearly burst error
correcting. A closely related procedure happens to be the
encoding of messages intothe 50 percentredundancy,
(2,l) recurrent codes of Hagelt)arger.[31The performance
of these codes, as used over the atmospheric noise burst
channel, is now analyzed.
The recurrent codes previously mentionedcanbe
desiglled to correct error bursts of length equal to or less than
a number, say, & / r of hits, conditional to the provision of
a minimum error-free guard space
of 3 d z / ~ 1 bits between successive bursts. The error lbursts at the outputof
a decoder havetimestatistics
correspondingessentially
to those of the noise bursts, viz., the stzitistics of p and q.
The parameter d ? of‘ the recurrent codes is therefore chosen
as the value of u2 which minimizes [Prob ( p > uz) Prob
(q < 3 4 1 . It has been assumed that 3 & / T >> 1; t,his will
be true if T << 6 and p. From Appendix TI1

+

+

rlz =

[p,-

*

( q m / 3 -3]1’(Q+flQ).
)
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correct to a factor of two either way,whenever noise bursts
occupy more than 10 percent of the time. But, particularly a t HF, values of N o much snlaller than 10 per minute
have also been reported. Taking anoverall view, N o will be
20 per minute or less for a considerable portion of the time.
VI. ILLUSTRATIVE
CALCULATIONS
The results of Section IV are now illustrated by numerical calculations on the transmission failure rates. Discussions in Sections 111 and V justify the following assumptions :

up =

U“

=

0.6.

(IS)

The cases qm/p, < 5 and y,,Jpm > 10 will be discussed i n
Section VII. Further, to illustrate the dependence of the
failure rates on u p and uq, the following pair of values is
also included for the calculations:
u p = u q = 0.3.

(I!,)

Upper bounds on the minimum transmission failure rates
i n the schemes of Section IV, cnlculated by using (17),
(lS), and (19), aregiven in Table I.
The minima of the transnlission failure rates, which are
functions of 81, sz,ul, and az (see Section IV), are founcl to
beverybroad,ascalculated
using (17), (IS), and (19).
Rounded values of the corresponding optimum message
block lengths Dl,
D2,and dl, and of (22, are given in Table
I1 as multiples of p,.

(15 )

The mechanism of failure in this scheme is similar to
that in the majoritycount. technique. Decoding errorswill
be the result of a) overlong noise bursts ( p > c h ) and/or b)
overshortintervalsbetween successive bursts (q < 3 d ) .
The minimum failure rate has an upper bound FBz which
reads (see Appendix IV)

UPPER

TABLE I
BOUNDS
O N T H E h ’ I I N I h t U M FAILUKE
1thTES O F I h F F E R E N T
TECHNIQUES
(BOUXDS
ARE PAwrs IN 100)
qrn = 9 p m
up =
up =

Techniqlles as
in Section IV

up =

uq =

0.3.

0.6

qm = 10 P m
up =
up =
uq =
uq =

0.6

0.3

V. NOISEBURSTDATA
Available data on the time statistics of noise bursts are
sunmlarized i n this section, and will be utilized t o evaluate the proposed techniquesin Sec-tionsVI and VII. Data
on the short term distributionsof 13 and r and on the long
term
variations
of the
burst
occurrence rate N o , are available for tropical l ~ c a t i o n s . [ ~The
~ ~ following
[ ~ ~ ~ [ ~values
~
are
typical: p = 500 ms, up = 0.63, ur = 0.44.Data on up
and u, are in log-units in the literature and havebeen converted here into the natural units of Section 111. Results
show that N o varies with season and tbe hour of day. It
has been
that
stated
taken beN o can
as
minute,
20 per

TABLE I1
V A L U E S OF

Dl, D r ,

dl

qm =

up =
aq =

0.3

Dl
D2
dl

dz

1..5
1.1
1.6
1.3

.WJD

&,AS

5 prn
up =

i\’lULTIPLES

qm =

OF

pm

10 prn

uq =

up =
up =

up =
aq =

0.6

0.3

0.6

1.1

1.0
1 .26. 2
1.3

2.2
1.4
2.2

1.s

l.s
1.4

1.s

-
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It is useful to add that,, for thetrivial case of u p = IV is also applicable to data systems a t other geographical
0, the values of dl and Dl can range from p , to qm/2 locations.
and those of c12 and D?, from p , t,o qm/3.
APPENnIX 1
VII. D I S C U ~ ~ I O N
The distribution of q = r - p
As nlentioned before, the analyses of the proposed techThe functions r and p are log-normally distributed, and
niques were based on the assunlption of zero signal-to- statistically independent. Numerical convolution indicates
noise ratio throughout the duration of a noise burst. I n that the distribution of q is also lognormal to a good appractical systems, provision of large signal power can re- proximation. Assuming such a distribution for q, the conduce the failure rates in thesetechniques to values ar- stants p and ugcan be determined andytically on the basis
bitrarily lower than the bounds in Table I. A possible of the following equivalence of means andcentral momethod of refining the analysis for such cases would con- ments:[11]
sist in working with the time statistics of the noise bursts
q=F-p
(20)
as measured a t a chopping level correspondirlg to thesignal
p 2 - (p)? = [FZ - (?)2]
- [2;2 - (P)".
amplitude.Experimentalresultsindicate
that such sta(21)
tistics are also log-normal. [lo]
Certain general corlclusiotls can be drawn from Table I. Such an equivalence provides a good fit to the exact disThe transmission failure rates are increasing functions of tribution of q in the middle range, say, p / d G < q <
p,,Jy,,' and of u p and uqJand are alwaysless in the error de- d E p , of the distribution. The analysis included in this
tection mode A than in the error correctionmode B. Within paper is essentially concerned with the lower part of this
each mode, a t small values of u p arid uq, the use of in- range. From practical considerations, values of q less than
creased redundancy (as in A1 and B1) can be traded for a about p / d G will be of little interest. Through the results
of Section 111, (21) simplifies to the form
decrease in failure rate. However, a t largevalues of up
atld u n (these are the cases of practical significance), the
(p)?(exp ~ , 2- 1) - (2;)"exp up2- 1)
tec.hniques A2 and B3 tend to perform better than A1 and ug2 = In 1
(4)
HI.
(22)
The error correction tmhtliques of Section IV-B have a
limitedapplication in view of their poor reliability a t Equations (20) and (23) describe the log-normal fit to the
small values of qnL/pm.However, if their use is sought in distribution of q.
view of their simplicity, it will be imperative to work not
APPENDIXI1
only withlarge signal power, but, also, withas large a
value as is practicable for the message element duration T .
In what follows, it is assumed that the positioning of a
I t can be shown that this will reduce the failure rates de- noise burst (or a burst-free interval) relative to the mesrived in the analysis by a factor
of the order of P e 2 p / ~ ,sage transmissions follows rectangular
a
distribution;
where P, is the probability of bit error conditional to the that is, if the beginning of a burst (or a burst-free interoccurrence of a noise burst.
val) is displaced by a time 1 (or n z ) from the startingof the
The range 5 < q , / ~ , , ~< 10 (see Section VI) is eig- first of R trammissions of a message block ( R = 2 or 3),
~lificant.While the reliability of the proposed techniques Prob (I < n) = Prob ( n z < n) = n/3s; s is the code length
is an increasing function of q,,JpmJ they will really be sub- and 3s is the total transmission time of a message in the
optimum a t very large values of the ratio (say, greater
schemes of Section IV-A.
tJhan lo), because, in such conditions, an ARQ logic could
provide a better information rate. On the other hand, a t Derivation of F(s1)
values of q m / p , smaller than about five, the failure rates it1
It is necessary to derive an expression for the failure
the techniques will be too large to justify theirapplication. rate in scheme A1 while working with a code length $1.
In fact, asfar as the authoris aware, no schemes are avail- A failure can occur in the scheme if all the three transable for reliable transmissiou of data over channels char- missions of a message block are influenced by a noise burst
acterized by such smallvalues of q,/pm, except by thepro- or bursts.
vision of enormous signal energy and/or redundancy, or,
Consider an overlong burst of duration p > SI. Such a
alternatively, by an equivalentrefinement of receiver struc- burst can cause a transmission failure if it is centered on
ture. The latter tendency
is exemplified in the time di- the middle block (of a set of three transmissions) and exversity
system of
and bythe scheme proposed by tends into thefirst and third blocks. This has a probability
Jaya11t[~]
where the use of a nonlinear null-zone receiver eyual to ( p - S1)/3Sl [Fig. l ( a ) ] if p < 4sl, and equal to
converts the atmospheric burst error channel into aneras- unity if p > 4Sl. Therefore, averaging overthe distribution
urechannelwith
an erasureprobability
that can, in of p , the probabilityof a noise burst causing a transmission
principle, be held arbitrarily low.
failure has an upper bound of
The investigations reported in this paper
were largely
motivated by noise data available for tropical locations.
It is quite possible, however, that the analysis of Section
ug =

[

+

~

I-
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(b)
Fig. 2. Mechanism of transmission failure in A2. (a) XX'/OlOr
is the fraction of time.for which the burst X Y influences both the
transmissions OIOz and 0 3 0 4 . (b) YY'/0104 is thefraction of
time for which adjacent bursts, separated by the interval YZ,
influence both thetransmissions 0102
and 0 3 0 4 .

Fig. 1. Mechanism of transmission f.silure in A l . (a)XX'/
0104is the fraction of time for which the burst XY influences
all thethree transmissions, 0 1 0 2 , C I 2 0 3 , and 0 3 0 4 . fb) (YY'
Y"Y"')/0104 is the fraction of time f i x which adjacent bursts,
separated by the interval YZ, influence all the three transmission
0102,
o20,and 0 3 0 4 .

+

Similarly, the probability of transmission failure caused
by an overshortinterval between adjacentbursts [Fig.
1(b) ] has an upper bound of

where i t has been assumed that p <: sl.
Consider N transmissions under the scheme, extending
over a 'time 3slN. The number of noise bursts and that of
burst-free intervals, ocwrring in this period, tends to3SlN/f
for large N ( f is the burst repetition period). Each of these
bursts and intervals can be associated with a probability
of causing a transmission failure, bounded by the integrals
(23) and (24), respectively. Theref'ore, the overall failure
rate in the scheme has an upper bound

Derivation of F1(s2)
A failure can occur in scheme AZ if both the transmissions of a message block are irlfluenced by a noise burst or
by successive bursts. Let s2 be the message block length.
Referring to Fig; 2(a) and (b) .and proceeding in the manner of the previous subsection, the following upper bound
can be derived on the failure rate in the scheme.

APPENDIX
I11
Derivation of dl

It is necessary to determine the value dl, of al, which
minimizes the probability sum

PI

=

Frob ( p

> al) + Prob (q < 2al)

where the Iog-normal distributions of p and q have been
reduced to the normaLform (see Section 111).
The value of dl is determined by the solution of dP1/
dal = 0. I n other words, the slopes of t,he normal distributionfunction at the points (l/up)ln(d~/p,) and (l/u,)ln
(2dl/q,) should be equal and opposite. I n view of the symmetry of the cumulative curve, this requiresthat

Using the results of Section 111 and the equality
Prn

1

the expression (25) simplifies tcl

- ln(dl/p,)

=

1
-1n(2dl/q,).
u,2

UP

On simplification

4 sl.*[-2Sp)]
where

*[

f

- :!q.*[-22S1'9'

y ] is defined by (9).

+ .,I}

dl

= [pmcq.(qm/2)y1/(uQ+c').

(27)
The minimum valueof PI is then
PlAf

= 29[d,'P'].

(32)
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Derivation of 4
From arguments similar to those used in the derivation
of dl,
dz = [p,“, . (~m/3)“”]1/‘“”+“”.
(33)
and the minimum value of Pz
(q < 3az) is

P,,

=

=

Prob ( p

> Q)

a\l.[d,(q.

+ Prob
(34)

APPENDIXIV

Derivation of FBI and FB2
Consider N transmissions in scheme B l , each of length
3dl. The total transmission time is 3Ndl and includes, to
a good approximation, 3Nd1/~noise bursts and an equal
number of burst-free intervals (for large N , F is the burst
repetition period). At worst,each of thesebursts and
burst-free intervals can be associated with a n independent
probability P1M/2 of corrupting a triplicate of bits (see
Section IV-B and Appendix 111). Therefore, the f a1‘1ure
rate in the scheme has the upper bound

FBI =

3Nd1
-.z.-.F

1’1,1{

2

1
N
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